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Friends,

this is the rare month I had a few days off in a row and the opportu-
nity to make a contribution to the April 2013 issue of Adventure Lantern. 
I had a small editorial piece in the works, tied to some aspect of the 
gaming world as always. I also started my internal medicine rotation 
several days ago. One of the activities we had on our first day was a 
lecture about humanism in medicine. the instructor shared with us a 
story about a man observing his grandmother as her health deterio-
rated. we were then asked to write about a memory of our own, with 
the prompt “now that I have ‘blank’ only in memory”. we were given 
about five to ten minutes to write. rather than submitting my original 
article about gaming, I wanted to share the little piece I wrote during 
that lecture. here’s hoping you will find it enjoyable.

now that I have Izmir only in memory, I often think of what it would 
be like to go back there thirteen years later. I was only 12 years old 
when we moved out of that city along the western shore of turkey. I re-
member walking down its streets, the seashore with the murky waters 
that still managed to be inviting, the palm trees, and the ferry. but most 
of all, I remember the gentle spring breeze coming from the sea and my 
neighbor who lived downstairs that was like a sister to me.

we both had difficult families, which is perhaps why it was so easy for us 
to be friends. her with a distant mother and abusive older brother; me with 
separated parents and an overly strict mother. She was nine years old when I 
left her. I remember wanting to stay behind and protect her, but I couldn’t.

my parents were back together and it was time to move to a different 
city. It was years later that I could go back to Izmir for a visit; no idea 
where my friend might be. now it has been 13 years since I set foot in 
Izmir. my friend’s face, her laughter, the ferry ride we took together, 
and the gentle spring breeze from that night are all a fading memory. 
All that is left is the hope that somewhere, she is happy.

–   Until next time,
Ugur Sener
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disney closing LucasArts
disney has decided to shutdown 
all development at lucasarts and 
has fired most of their employees 
(around 150), claiming minimiza-
tion of risk as a key factor. they 

are keeping the name to hold the 
licenses, and are planning on licens-
ing them to other studios wishing 
to produce Star Wars games. this 

does mean that their entire in-house 
lineup including Star Wars: 1313 and 
First assault, as well as three un-

titled games are currently no longer 
in production, and will likely remain 

on hold indefinitely.

lucasarts is most well known 
among adventure fans, or any 

student of gaming history, for their 
absolutely classic early graphical 
adventures. Starting in 1986 they 
released a series of adventures 
that would become instant clas-
sics; including, Maniac Mansion, 

and its sequel day of the tentacle; 
numerous games based on their 

indiana Jones franchise; the original 
Sam and Max; the dig, as well as 

Full throttle; and let us not forget 
their most famous work: the Secret 
of Monkey island series and grim 

Fandango. all in all, they were there 
at the start of the graphical adven-
ture age, and made it what most of 
us fell in love with; and they stuck 
to and dominated this industry until 

grim Fandango saw it crumble in 
1998. lately, they have not done 
much in the adventure genre, but 
they did release remakes of the 

first two Secret of Monkey island 
games and worked with telltale 

games in tales of Monkey island. on 
the technical side, they developed 
the legendary adventure scripting 
language ScuMM that inspired the 

creation of ScummvM, and was 
the engine that many of the best 

graphical adventures used.

it has been over a decade since lu-
casarts has been the lucasarts that 
developed: day of the tentacle, the 
dig, and Full throttle; recently, they 
have been mostly sticking to licens-
ing Star Wars to mediocre develop-

http://www.gameinformer.com/b/news/archive/2013/04/03/disney-closes-game-publisher-lucasarts.aspx
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ron Gilbert on another 
Monkey island game

ron gilbert is claiming that he is not 
currently working on a the Secret of 
Money island sequel, but had writ-

ten a blog post on what he would do 
if he ever were to create 

one. the 
fol-

lowing are some snippets from this 
post:

“it would be a retro game that har-
kened back to Monkey island 1 and 
2. i would want the game to be how 

we all remember Monkey island”
“it would be an adventure game for 

the hardcore”
“i would lose the verbs”

“it would be made with a very small 
team. 10 or less”

“the game would be the game i 
wanted to make”

For even more details, and insights 
from ron gilbert, check out his blog 

post yourself.

ment studios to produce games 
such as angry Birds: Star Wars and 
lego Star Wars, or internally devel-
oping equally mediocre titles such 
as Star Wars: the Force unleashed. 
they have produced some decent 

Star Wars games over the years, but 
for the most part they have only 

licensed their franchises or became 
publishers to companies who cre-
ated these games. So in my mind, 

this is not a particularly vexing turn 
of events, and will not change very 

much in and of itself.

scummvM 1.6.0
ScummvM version 1.6.0 has stated 

its testing phase.

this release plans to add support 
for eight new games on various 

platforms:
3 Skulls of the toltecs
eye of the Beholder

eye of the Beholder ii: the legend 
of darkmoon
Hopkins FBi

tony tough and the night of 
roasted Moths

the Journeyman Project: Pegasus 
Prime

discworld

http://grumpygamer.com/5777333
http://www.gameinformer.com/b/news/archive/2013/04/03/disney-closes-game-publisher-lucasarts.aspx
http://scummvm.org/news/20130421/
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Announcements

touché: the Adventures of 
the Fifth Musketeer enhanced 

soundtrack
as part of ScummvM Music en-

hancement Project James Wood-
cock has released an enhanced 

soundtrack for this classic graphi-
cal adventure. the ScummvM 

Music enhancement Project aims 
to remaster the original Midi 

soundtracks of classical adventure 
games, making them available in 
the absolute best quality, no mat-
ter what Midi hardware the end 

user is running.

in addition to this latest 
release, James Woodcock 

has also remasted the 
sound files for the 7th 

guest, Beneath a Steel Sky, disc-
world, inherit the earth, and Simon 

the Sorcerer.

the realm Game
“an emotive visually stunning 

game set in a familiar but strange 
future - an imaginative reinven-
tion of the point&click adventure 

genre”

asking for almost $300,000 uSd 
by May 22nd, this Kickstarter is 
asking for $15 for a pre-order of 
realm for Pc or Mac. Based on 

numerous parts of the KS descrip-
tion i believe they are planing on 

it being a moderately casual game 
built for a touchscreen interface.

http://www.jameswoodcock.co.uk/content/scummvm-music-enhancement-project/
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/995134339/the-realm-game
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Nelly cootalot ii: 
the Fowl Fleet

ali has launched a new website for 
nelly cootalot and announced a 

whole load of stuff for the upcom-
ing sequel. Most importantly, it will 

be a commercial release that he 
is planning on financing through 
some croudfunding; look for a 
campaign to launch in the next 

month or two. other than that it 
is simply looking like an exciting 

and wonderful sequel to what was 
probably the best game of 2007.

Journal
coming later this year to all major desktop and mo-
bile oSes is Journal, a narrative driven adventure by 
richard Perrin, the creator of Kairo, and Melissa roy-
all. Journal is supposedly about the journey of a young 

and troubled girl through life.

http://www.nellycootalot.com/
http://journal.lockeddoorpuzzle.com/
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upcoming releases

Lune
a game where the player controls the moon to help 

the protagonist through the levels; Manipulating 
gravity, the tides, and shadows. Here is what the de-
veloper has to say about the game: “lune is a game 
about reflection and solitude which lets you control 

the Moon.”

A small Favor
From the developers behind the Ballads of reemus 
comes a Small Favor Kickstarter. is is described as “a 
2d, side-scrolling sci-fi adventure game for Pc and 
Mac with focus on story, exploration and puzzle solv-
ing.” and lists Full throttle and Beneath a Steel Sky 
as inspirations. it is based on their previous series of 
browser based adventures by the same name, and is 
a remake of the original title in that series. For the low 
price of $6, you can pre-order a drM-free copy of this 
game until the 15th of May; and help they make their 

goal of $30,000.

starry expanse
the riven 3d remake team has 

conducted a small interview with 
Screen invasion. along with the 
questions and answers we also 
get a few exclusive screenshots.

https://www.facebook.com/lunethegame
http://www.kickstarter.com/projects/clickshake/a-small-favor-2d-side-scrolling-adventure-game
http://screeninvasion.com/2013/04/starry-expanse-team-interview-exclusive-screenshots/
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droidscape: basilica
“a stop-motion animated, sci-fi, 

action puzzle game that puts you 
in control of Bishop 7”, that has 

just gotten a lot more fleshed out 
with the release of a 30 page 
PdF sneak-peek booklet, 
called into the Basilica. 

in it you will find details 
on the game’s setting, 
plot, characters, music, 
and much more, as well 

as tons of concept art, the 
very first screenshot, and 
pictures documenting the 

development.

the double Fine Adventure 
AKA broken Age

the double Fine adventure has 
gotten itself a name, a website, 

and some of the very first specific 
details announced.

“Broken age is a point-and-click 
adventure telling the stories of a 
young boy and girl leading paral-
lel lives. the girl has been chosen 
by her village to be sacrificed to a 
terrible monster--but she decides 
to fight back. Meanwhile, a boy 

on a spaceship is living a solitary 
life under the care of a motherly 
computer, but he wants to break 
free to lead adventures and do 

good in the world.”

http://www.kyttarogames.com/?p=566
http://www.brokenagegame.com/
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Hate Plus: 
Mute’s Golden days

the sequel to analogue: a Hate 
Story, Hate Plus, reveals the 
backstory of *Mute from the 

original game. the actual game 
continues directly from the end-

ing of the last game, and uses 
your old end-game save files to 

continue from.

Moebius
the latest game by Jane Jensen, 
and the last one since gK 3 that she 
has designed and directed, Moe-
bius has just gotten a website and 
its first trailer. it is “coming soon” to 
Windows, Mac, linux, and the iPad; 
With a demo planed for June 2013.

J.u.L.i.A. 
enhanced edition

the Julia ee Kickstarter croudfund-
ing champaign has ended with 

almost three times the initial goals 
reached. of the $5,00 initial goal, 
over $14,000 was raised; funding 
development of the game as well 
as two stretch goals: a story ex-

pansion and fullscreen exploration.

http://loveconquersallgam.es/post/46875768659/hate-plus-mutes-golden-days-ive-talked-a
http://www.indiegogo.com/projects/j-u-l-i-a-enhanced-edition
http://moebiusthegame.com/
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updated releases

New releases

Gemini rue
the 2011 cyberpunk adventure 

game by Wadjet eye games has 
gotten a release on the ioS de-

vices. it is only $3.99 for anyone 
wishing to play this great modern 
adventure on their iPad, iPhone, 

or iPod touch.

Anna: 
extended edition

an updated, extended 
edition of the flawed 
adventure gem anna 
has been released and is 
free for all previous anna 
owners. this update “fea-
tures more environments, 
more hours of game play, 
more puzzles, additional 
gameplay features, en-
hanced graphics and an im-

proved interface”.

a d v e n t u r e  l a n t e r n

https://itunes.apple.com/app/gemini-rue/id614678683
http://store.steampowered.com/app/217690/
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News From the big blue cup

1st

20

5

30th

barn runner: the rich dame who cut the 
cheese (Ponch) - the freeware release of the 

Bake Sale game from the Barn runner uni-
verse, the rich dame Who cut the cheese. an 

antique wheel of priceless, pre-apocalypse, 
real moo cow cheese has gone missing and 
it’s up to detective Prick Peckard to find it! 

Paramnesia (Sunny Penguin) [DEmO] - You 
find yourself prisoner at an unknown location. 
Having been subjected to a battery of tests, 

you now face the final challenge. do you have 
what it takes to complete the task and learn 

the truth about your circumstances?

15

25

reality on the Norm: reality check 2  
(Oldschool_wolf) - Paul returns for more 

retail adventures! When a future version Paul 
explodes into his home, his future self warns 

him about the danger of the Yahtzeebrand 
Megastore! Meanwhile greyson and davy 

Jones must figure out how to hide the inad-
merto infectus. also.............more HoFF!

the block (monkey424) - Welcome to 
the Block where nothing is as it seems. 

Feel free to beat around the bush, discover 
the secrets of mysterious kitsch, explore a 
dilapidated old caravan, revel in the vague 

plotline and collect treasures along the 
way to win the game. 

For those bamboozled by chalkman, play this 
one instead. originally developed with agS 

2.72 sometime at the turn of the millennium, 
this is the remake using agS 3.2.1. enjoy!

reality on the Norm: reality check 3 
(Oldschool_wolf) - Paul returns for the 
final part of the reality check trilogy. it 

is up to Paul to help 10 ron characters to 
manipulate the future!

n e W S  F r o M  t H e  B i g  B l u e  c u P

http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1662/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1664/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1663/
http://gamejolt.com/games/adventure/the-bl ock/13677/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1665/
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Pick of the Month: 
April - Femspray

While probably not the sort of 
game you’d want your kid to 

play, Femspray is peppered with 
quirky, raunchy and laugh-out-
loud-hilarious dialogue, story 
and art that makes it a joy to 

play even now, 4 years after its 
release, which is why you are be-
ing reminded to try out and enjoy 

this gem!
 

(chosen by Babar)

reality on the Norm: reality 
check 3 

(Oldschool_wolf)

barn runner: the rich dame who 
cut the cheese

(Ponch)

Paramnesia
(Sunny Penguin)

reality on the Norm: 
reality check 2

(Oldschool_wolf)

the block
(monkey424)

n e W S  F r o M  t H e  B i g  B l u e  c u P

http://jngames.synthasite.com/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1665/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1662/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1664/
http://www.adventuregamestudio.co.uk/site/games/game/1663/
http://gamejolt.com/games/adventure/the-block/13677/
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able to sit down if you so desire, but 
that is the entirety of the gameplay. 
After a certain amount of time has 
passed and you visit a certain place 
you progress through the seasons: 
Spring, Summer, Fall, and Winter; 
And eventually the game ends.

The game seems to promise 
a narrow Minecraft experience, 
focusing completely on casual 
exploration. Unfortunately, it does 
not live up to this analogy. Yes, 
the island world is procedurally 
generated, but in this case all that 
means is that the exact location of 
static objects is not fixed. Every 
world has one giant tree that is 
exactly the same as the giant tree 
in every other world except for its 

an almost pure exploration game made in a collaboration 
between Ed Key and David Kanaga. it was released on the 30th 
of January, earlier this year, on both Steam and the Humble Store 
for $10, or for $7.50 to those who pre-ordered it.

Proteus

he game is about exploring 
a procedurally generated 
island. Interactions, other 
than animals/fairies running 

away when you approach, are non-
existent. You move around the 3D 
island using a first-person view with 
directional controls, and are even 

Review by Jonathon Wisnoski

Genre: casual adventure Developer/publisher: Ed Key & David Kanaga 
Release date: January 30, 2013 Platforms: Windows, Mac OS X 
Website: http://www.visitproteus.com/
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location; And the same is true for 
dark statues on top of a hill, an 
abandoned cabin, a ring of stones, 
etc. So really there is absolutely no 
replayability here.

Similarly, this lack of depth in 
the procedural generation results 
in a lack of depth to the beauty of 
the world. Yes, everything is nice 
looking, and I loved the pink trees 
with falling pink leaves/petals; A 
sight that can only be compared to 
falling cherry blossoms. Everything 
looks nice, but 95% of the island is 
just copy pasted, and the uniqueness 
of scenes is very minimal.

Proteus is casual thorough and 
thorough. The gameplay is incredibly 
simple; The graphics, while great in 
their own way, are very repetitive; 
And there just is not very much 

to do, or very much 

value here. You can expect about 
40 minutes of gameplay for a single 
playthrough, and I really would not 
expect anyone to want to play more. 
For a 10$ game this is just unacceptably 
low, and I would say that if money is 
an issue the game is not worth more 
than two to three 
dollars. 

brIght mOmEntS:
Uninterrupted world exploration.

FumbLES In thE DArk:
The $10 price, and lack of replayability.

vErDICt:
A very short, minimalistic, exploration game.

t o  c o n t e n t S
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The Stanisław Lem doodle is based 
on the The Cyberiad series that I 
mentioned earlier and is in the form of 
a short adventure game. In it you travel 
through a bizarre robot filled land, with 
your hovering robotic companion, on a 
quest to collect three robotic parts to 
complete a robot of his own. It is an 
extremely short game with only three 
puzzles spread across four scenes.

These puzzles, which are the sum 
total of the gameplay, are rather easy 
and simple, but they are definitely 
not without substance. All in all, 
they are pretty enjoyable for a little 
5 minute adventure. The graphics 
are black and white line drawings, 

and actually quite detailed. So, I 
think, they really went all out on t 
his tribute, and their is really not a lot 
more your could ask for. 

Google is almost constantly celebrating some holiday or some anniversary of a scientist, artist, 
pioneer, or invention by updating their homepage with what they call a Doodle; replacing the classic 
"google" logo for a day. they have created over 1000 of these doodles to date, but very few of these 
are interactive, and most of those only have a very simply interaction animation. But in two cases 
they have gone a lot further. in 2010 they created a completely interactive single level of the game 
Pac-Man for the anniversary of its original release. But this article is about their second full game, 
commemorating the 60th anniversary of Stanisław Lem's first publication, The Astronauts.

stanisław Lem doodle

tanisław Lem was a Polish 
writer who began his career 
in the late 1940s. He is 
best known for his satirical 

science fiction, beginning with The 
Cyberiad; A series of humorous short 
stories which were first published in 
1965. He also published the classic 
1961 novel Solaris, which has been 
adapted to film no less than three 
times, under that same name. He 
died in 2006 at the age of 84.

Review by Jonathon Wisnoski

Genre: casual adventure Developer: Google, Marcin Wichar Publisher: 
Google Release date: November 23, 2011 Platforms: Browser (HTML)

Website: http://www.google.com/doodles/60th-anniversary-of-stanislaw-lems-first-publication

brIght mOmEntS:
I love how it is an adaptation of a sci-fi classic, and 
a tribute to one of the genres greatest authors.

FumbLES In thE DArk:
Far too short to include much depth.

vErDICt:
For a very short, throwaway, tribute it is 
incredibly well made and fun.Original Cyberiad illustrations
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The Stanisław Lem doodle is based 
on the The Cyberiad series that I 
mentioned earlier and is in the form of 
a short adventure game. In it you travel 
through a bizarre robot filled land, with 
your hovering robotic companion, on a 
quest to collect three robotic parts to 
complete a robot of his own. It is an 
extremely short game with only three 
puzzles spread across four scenes.

These puzzles, which are the sum 
total of the gameplay, are rather easy 
and simple, but they are definitely 
not without substance. All in all, 
they are pretty enjoyable for a little 
5 minute adventure. The graphics 
are black and white line drawings, 

and actually quite detailed. So, I 
think, they really went all out on t 
his tribute, and their is really not a lot 
more your could ask for. 

Google is almost constantly celebrating some holiday or some anniversary of a scientist, artist, 
pioneer, or invention by updating their homepage with what they call a Doodle; replacing the classic 
"google" logo for a day. they have created over 1000 of these doodles to date, but very few of these 
are interactive, and most of those only have a very simply interaction animation. But in two cases 
they have gone a lot further. in 2010 they created a completely interactive single level of the game 
Pac-Man for the anniversary of its original release. But this article is about their second full game, 
commemorating the 60th anniversary of Stanisław Lem's first publication, The Astronauts.

stanisław Lem doodle

tanisław Lem was a Polish 
writer who began his career 
in the late 1940s. He is 
best known for his satirical 

science fiction, beginning with The 
Cyberiad; A series of humorous short 
stories which were first published in 
1965. He also published the classic 
1961 novel Solaris, which has been 
adapted to film no less than three 
times, under that same name. He 
died in 2006 at the age of 84.

Review by Jonathon Wisnoski

Genre: casual adventure Developer: Google, Marcin Wichar Publisher: 
Google Release date: November 23, 2011 Platforms: Browser (HTML)

Website: http://www.google.com/doodles/60th-anniversary-of-stanislaw-lems-first-publication

brIght mOmEntS:
I love how it is an adaptation of a sci-fi classic, and 
a tribute to one of the genres greatest authors.

FumbLES In thE DArk:
Far too short to include much depth.

vErDICt:
For a very short, throwaway, tribute it is 
incredibly well made and fun.Original Cyberiad illustrations
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woken up from cryosleep in the 
beginning of episode 1. In addition 
to the trash, oil drums, and ruins you 
find ubiquitously across the world, 
you will also find graffiti, newspaper 
articles, and broken down and often 
deranged robots to tell more of what 
led the world to this point of utter 
destruction. One of the interesting 
aspects of this gameworld is how 
interactive it is. Every surface is 
plastered with graffiti, garbage, or 
robot parts that you can click on; 
Ninety percent of the responses are 
just copy-pasted many times over, but 
there are still quite a few unique ones.

The graphics are similarly very 
unique and personal,  and set 
the tone of the game. They are 
very cartoony and simple, with a 
distinct comedic flair. They are 3D 
graphics, which you interact with 
using a first-person perspective. 

The gameplay of this last episode 
is particularly minimalistic. While the 
game features an inventory, items, 
and allows you to use these items on 
interactive areas in the gameworld; 
There are just so few of each of these 
that everything challenging about the 
game comes from searching for these 
objects and areas. It is pixel hunting, 
if too high resolution to be called this. 
And you will likely get stuck on a few 
of these challenges, there is one big 
button hunt near the beginning of 

this episode that left me somewhat 
stumped for quite awhile. But also 
some of the searching comes about 
from having so many choices. While 
there are very few places you ever 
need to interact with, there are loads 
and loads that you can interact with, 
though most of them are unimportant 
piles of trash; Sometimes you might 
think something is not worth 
trying, but in fact it is and 
it is even logical after 
you think of it.

In the Death has a lot of potential 
issues, and is missing pretty much every 
aspect that normally makes a game 
worth playing. But, I think, there is still 
something here; Something special 
and worth at least trying. The series 
as a whole was inspired by exploring 
FPS levels, old text adventures, and 

classic science fiction; So 
I would say "check 

it out", if nothing 
e l s e ,  f o r  t h a t 
reason alone. 

The world of Dead Cyborg, 
like I previously mentioned, 
is a comedic, sci-fi affair; 
Additionally, it is a post 
apocalyptical world, 
filled with broken down 
robots and computers, set 
in a blasted, ruined, and 
irradiated battlezone. This 
post-apocalyptical theme 
is explored a lot more in 
episode 2, as you travel 
across the surface of the 
planet for the first 
time, after being 
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Cyborg, In the Death, is a very 
personal and quirky experience. 
It does lack most of what makes 

most adventure games good and worth 
playing, but it also has a style all its 
own. The gameplay is this game's least 
compelling aspect and the story is equally 
minimalistic and underdeveloped. In 
fact, this episode in particular contains 
basically zero overarching story. What 
Endre Barath did masterfully create is a 
unique, wonderful world.
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The frustrating object-hunting gameplay.
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There are loads of reasons to dismiss this 
game, but for me at least, none of them 
distract from its uniqueness.
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